SeBo Interior & Equipage

An authentic touch
for all your creations
Nowadays, we feel more and more the need to go back to our roots. This has
generated a new trend in interior design: mixing modern products with authentic
ones.
With the Wood4Ever collection, Finaspan is bringing the authentic touch in your
interiors thanks to a thick veneer board: 1.5 mm and 2.4 mm. The veneer is random
matched in order to keep the authentic character of the wood.
Advantages are countless:
• you can brush a structure deeper into the veneer,
• you can router and groove them deeper, and
• or you can add a sawn effect
When jointing two pieces together on an angle, the joints will be stronger. Also,
a thicker veneer lends itself more effectively should there be a need for minor
repairs to be made to the face surface of the veneer. Finally, they will remain more
stable over time: no cracks or splits because of sunlight or central heating.
In short, all the advantages of solid wood without the disadvantages! In one
word, these boards are made to last!
Available species ex-stock: Oak in various grading (Quarter Cut, Crown Cut, Book
Matched, Random Matched, Rustic, etc) but also Ash, Maple, Walnut, Larch, Wenge
or Zebrano.
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Brushed or sandblasted,
your choice !
Brushing
See Wood, feel Wood! Thanks to a clever and accurate brushing process, it is now
possible to enhance the structure of the timber and allow us to appreciate the
sensuous effect created. Let your fingers glide over the surface of a brushed wood
veneer, you won’t forget the sensation: Reconnect with the tactility of wood and get
back to your roots.

Brushed

Sandblasting
For those who are looking to produce a more extreme or rustic appearance, Finaspan
can also offer a sandblasted finish. As the structure is obtained through high-speed
projection of small mineral particles onto the veneer surface, the structure will not
only be deeper but also rougher. In this case it is better to work with 2.4 mm, 3.0 mm,
or even 4.0 mm for special enquiries.
Sandblasted

Edgings
In order to increase the solid wood effect, special veneer edgings have been
developped in thick veneer, particularly in rough sawn effect and in end grain wood.
These edgings are available in thicknesses of 1.2 and 1.5 mm and in 24 mm width.

Edgings

Veneer species

18 species : from Oak to Bamboo through
Walnut, Ash, Maple Larch or even Wenge and
Zebrano

Jointing pattern

Random

Thickness of the veneer

1.5 mm or 2.4 mm (other thicknesses on demand)

Dimensions

2500 x 1240 mm and 3050 x 1220 mm

Core board

MDF (other coreboards on demand)

Core thickness

18 mm (other thicknesses on demand)

Finish

Brushing / Sandblasting

Edging

Rolls 24 mm width with a thickness of 1.2 mm or 1.5 mm
(with rough sawn effect and in end grain wood)
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